matches, but introduce gaps to achieve end-to-end alignments, which results primarily in a low 80 precision score.
81
The accumulation of these errors sets a challenge for the computational analysis of short sequences 82 and has an impact on all those alignments for which there is no corresponding reference available 83 [10, 12] . For example, studies aimed at discovering small RNAs from novel and distant species are 84 inevitably forced to employ genome references other than their own -if the dissimilarity between 85 sequences is extensive, the alignment results may bias the interpretation.
86
To address this issue, we developed ExtendAlign, a post-analysis tool that provides a significant 87 improvement for the alignment of dissimilar short sequences. ExtendAlign quantifies the identity 88 percentage in the alignment based on the accurate number of matches and mismatches that may 89 initially be missed by a local alignment. Since it incorporates the output of a local algorithm and 90 provides an end-to-end alignment report, ExtendAlign combines the strength of a multi-hit local 91 alignment, with the refinement provided by a query-based global algorithm without applying a 92 clipping strategy. Therefore, its reports position at the intersection between local and global 93 alignments for short sequences. We evaluated the performance of ExtendAlign with simulated and 94 biological data and show that it outperforms other computational tools commonly employed to 95 align short sequences in most of the metrics tested.
96
By executing multiple alignments with short sequences against distant genomes as references, we 97 show that ExtendAlign is particularly useful to recalculate and pinpoint the identity percentage of 98 alignments that span across the "twilight zone" -the similarity that ranges ~35-50% [25, 26] .
99
Finally, we provide one practical example of the utility of ExtendAlign by revisiting the alignment 100 of RNA sequences considered to have a bovine-specific origin contained within library datasets 101 obtained from human samples of published literature -a recent biological controversy raised by 102 the report of contaminating RNAs from cow into cell lines due to their culture with fetal bovine 103 serum [27, 28] . We found that more than 35% of all small RNA sequences considered bovine-specific present in human cell lines are at least 80% identical to humans. This indicates that -105 because of the aligner and specific parameters employed-there was a high false-positive 106 discovery rate of bovine-specific small RNAs that contributed to this controversy.
107
ExtendAlign is recommended for short sequence alignments that require the highest accuracy; or 108 for studies that require a quantitative measure of the dissimilarity level; or for studies where 109 precision in the identity percent cut-off is critical for determining homology between 110 phylogenetically distant short sequences. ExtendAlign was developed as a Nextflow pipeline to 111 guarantee reproducibility and scalability [29] , and it is available for download at 112 https://github.com/Flores-JassoLab/ExtendAlign. 122 which is often the case for reads from high-throughput sequencing samples of small RNAs to a 5¢ or 3¢ ends in the query (Suppl. Figure S1B and S1C, bold red letters). We rule out that the 141 permissive parameters chosen prevented the local aligners from performing efficiently since they 142 all found a full-length alignment for the identical sequences (Suppl. Figure S1A 
168
Overall, the results of this simulation imply that there are fundamental limitations for the 169 alignment of dissimilar short sequences with current methods -while some metrics performance 170 improved under specific parameters, others decrease; regardless of the parameters, no aligner 171 excelled in all the metrics tested. Primarily, the local approaches miss identical nucleotides near the 172 5¢ or 3¢ ends on the alignment, or provide erroneous reports on the number of matches, particularly 173 for dissimilar sequences with several gaps or mismatches flanking the seed substring (Suppl. 174 Figure S1B and S1C, and data not shown). Needle, on the contrary, showed the least precision of 175 all aligners because its alignment report is based on the farthest 5¢ and 3¢ ends within each 176 alignment (Suppl. Figure S2A and S2B, and data not shown). The cumulative errors caused by 177 either algorithm might give rise to alignment biases, particularly while aligning thousands of dissimilar sequences to establish similarity between short sequences obtained from high-an impact on the understanding of small RNAs; for example, by restraining the identification of 181 evolutionary relationships that might exist among microRNAs of distant species [12, 38] .
182
To overcome this problem, we developed ExtendAlign, a post-analysis tool that improves the 183 alignment results of dissimilar short sequences by correcting the errors mentioned above ( (Table 2 ). In general, ExtendAlign showed an improved or similar 201 performance in most metrics compared to the other aligners tested under default and permissive 202 parameters. For example, Sensitivity and Specificity increased more than 3-fold and 30-fold, 203 respectively, compared to HSe-BLASTn; which is comparable with the performance score of other 204 aligners. Despite being the highest-ranked compared to other aligners, Precision was the only metric for which ExtendAlign did not improve in comparison to its priming base. We attribute this 206 result to how the alignment correction takes place: ExtendAlign identifies nucleotides flanking the 207 seed substring that might have gone unnoticed by the local alignments ( Figure 1B) ; thus, the 208 apparent lower Precision score might be a consequence of increasing the alignment length and also 209 decreasing the number of False Negatives.
210
Next, we analyzed how the alignment correction by ExtendAlign compares to local and global 211 approaches. For this, we chose HSe-BLASTn and Needle as they provide the highest Number of 212 True Positive Hits in our simulation analysis. Since Needle alignments are paired-wised, only 8,500 213 hits were retrieved, whereas HSe-BLASTn retrieved 4,715,796 hits due to its multiple-hit 214 capabilities ( Table 1 and Suppl. Figure S3A ). Hence, to compare the results for each alignment 215 approach, all the alignment pairs located by HSe-BLASTn with one-hit only were presented to 216 Needle (4,561,877 pairs) (Suppl. Figure S3B , and Suppl. Info). Finally, the total number of hits for 217 each aligner was plotted as a function of sequence coverage and total alignment size, gaps, or 218 mismatches ( Figure 2 ). HSe-BLASTn retrieved a variety of query sequence coverage that ranged 219 from ~30-100%, and whose total alignment length ranged from 7-22 nt, with a maximum of four 220 gaps, and up to six mismatches per query ( 
234
ExtendAlign increases the number of total matches and mismatches for dissimilar alignments 235 We further evaluated ExtendAlign to get a better understanding of its precision. If increasing the 236 alignment coverage impacts the Precision score, it should be reflected directly in a concomitant 237 increase in the number of m/mm identified, presumably at positions located near the 5¢ or 3¢ ends. 
247
One explanation for this result is that the amount of perfect, or near-perfect loci spotted by HSe-248 BLASTn alone, vastly outnumbers the net correction by ExtendAlign (Suppl . Table S2 ). This is 249 further supported by the results obtained when mature microRNAs were aligned only against the 250 mouse precursor microRNAs ( Figure 3C and 3D, Kolmogorov-Smirnov D = 0.46, matches; and D = 251 0.83, mismatches; p < 0.0001). Precursor microRNAs (pre-microRNAs) size range is ~60-75 nt 252 [41, 42] . Consequently, an eight-fold increase in the total number of mismatches imply that their 253 alignment to mature sequences largely constrain the chance of finding perfect match hits compared 254 to an entire genome that could mask the correction with ExtendAlign (Suppl. 
259
Regardless of the subject reference or the exclusion of perfect-matched hits, we noticed a more 260 drastic difference between the total number of matches vs. mismatches in all cases -e.g., Next, we evaluated the utility of ExtendAlign to classify short sequences according to their 288 similarity percent against a reference. The lack of similarity between distant short sequences has an 289 impact on predicting secondary structures in nucleic acids [25, 26] . As the similarity between 290 sequences decreases and approaches the so-called "twilight zone" -the similarity that ranges 291 from ~35-50% identity, it is generally assumed that secondary structure predictions might not be 292 reliable because alignments at this range tend to obscure the covariance signal [25, 26, 46] . From the 293 alignments of pre-microRNAs vs. the armadillo and platypus genomes, we classified all alignment 294 hits according to their identity percentage to each reference. Fifty percent of all hits achieved by 295 HSe-BLASTn to the armadillo and platypus genomes span across this range, while 25% of hits 296 reached ~35% or less similarity ( Figure 5A and 5B). After the ExtendAlign correction, the median 297 identity to each reference increased from 43% (armadillo) and 41% (platypus), to more than 50% 298 each (p < 0.0001). The increase above the twilight zone of half the hits indicates an improvement in 299 the alignment of dissimilar short sequences. the authors considered all the sequences that aligned to the cow genome, but did not to the human 307 genome, as bovine-specific ( Figure 6A ). Since the analysis was made using SRAs aimed to 308 sequence small RNAs, we employed ExtendAlign to pinpoint the identity percent of all sequences 309 classified as bovine-specific with respect to human ( Figure 6B ). As expected, there is an ample 310 percentage range at which the bovine-specific sequences redistribute, with the highest abundance 311 peak at 75-77.5%; only a minor proportion was not aligned at all ( Figure 6B , NA) -which would 312 be expected only for those sequences accurately classified as bovine-specific. However, we find 313 that ∼35% redistributed at 80-98% similarity range ( Figure 6B , grey area). Hence, this suggests that 314 a substantial amount of the bovine-specific sequences might have been the result of a high false-315 positive discovery rate. For example, a bovine a 22mer RNA sequence with an 80% identity to 316 human -that is, four mismatches to its reference-is not necessarily unique to bovine.
317

DISCUSSION
318
There has been a substantial effort by many research groups that focused on the development of 319 aligners that reduce the processing time consumed for comparisons between sequences, which has 320 yielded several reliable algorithms that perform robustly in the genomic era [47] . Most tools, 321 however, have focused on improving the recognition of highly similar sequences to find 322 alignments faster for homology and functional studies (27) (28) (29) 40, 45) . In parallel to sequencing 323 technologies that have increased the length of sequencing reads, most aligners also have adapted 324 to handle longer sequences with the advantage of being also memory-efficient [4, 30] . As a result, 325 the alignments for dissimilar short sequences have been left somewhat unattended, and most 326 algorithms have difficulties in providing accurate alignments for them. In this work, we show that 327 most popular aligners handle perfect-or near-perfect match alignments well, which is not 328 concerning when the interest is to align or map short sequences to a related reference, e.g., human 329 small RNAs to the human genome [12] . However, this situation changes drastically when the 330 similarity between sequences decreases. Although some aligners improved their results by 331 modifying their parameters, others do not retrieve alignment results at all when presented with dissimilar short sequences. For those alignments that do take place, we found that aligners based 333 on local algorithms have errors and tend to miss nucleotides at either 5¢ or 3¢ ends at regions that 334 flank the seed substring. In contrast, global algorithms do not miss nucleotides but introduce gaps 335 interspersed along the alignment to achieve end-to-end alignments -a useful feature to find indels 336 [22, 49] . Besides, global algorithms are impractical for finding imperfect alignments for sequences 337 that differ in size, as they do not perform multiple hit alignments to a reference (Suppl. Figure   338 S3A); this limits their utility to alignments with relationships already inferred. Thus, the problem 339 of obtaining accurate reports for the alignment of short sequences has persisted over the years.
340
ExtendAlign is a post-analysis tool that identifies and corrects the errors originated by the 341 alignment of dissimilar short sequences. It incorporates the tabular output of a local aligner and 342 provides a list of all hits with their corrected m/mm for the total length of each query sequence.
343
ExtendAlign improves the alignments by i) extending local alignments in an end-to-end manner; 344 ii) including all nucleotides flanking the seed substring and therefore always fulfills 100% query 345 coverage; iii) not increasing the total alignment size, nor introducing gaps artificially; and iv), 346 increasing the sensitivity and specificity (Table 2) . Table S1 ).
352
We employed BLASTn as priming base because it provides the highest number of hits compared to 353 the other aligners tested in this work, but we envision ExtendAlign could be adapted to be 354 compatible with other local aligners too. Although ExtendAlign was initially developed to satisfy 355 the need for multiple-hits pairwise alignments in an end-to-end manner of short sequences, it 356 executes robustly with longer sequences, like precursor microRNAs, which are instruments 357 frequently used for the discovery of novel microRNAs.
Since ExtendAlign is not an aligner itself, its recovery rate will match that of its priming base. For 359 this reason, it will only correct alignments that took place by the aligner. Selecting HSe-BLASTn as 360 priming base allowed to correct alignments resulting because of the high recovery rate, which also 361 helped to pinpoint m/mm in alignments for short sequences with outstanding specificity and 362 sensitivity that may otherwise go unnoticed by using other commonly employed aligners alone. 
371
The intriguing finding that RNAs from bovine origin may transfer into cell cultures as a result of 372 incubation with FBS has raised a controversy in the field of research of microRNAs [27, 28] . Here 373 we present evidence that at least some of the sequences considered bovine-specific by Wei and 374 colleagues might be the result of a high false-positive discovery rate. Since those bovine-specific 375 sequences were obtained with Bowtie2, the fact that upon a detailed analysis ∼35% of them 376 showed high identity when aligned to human, validates the use of ExtendAlign to report the 377 sequence identity for short sequences accurately. As no other tool combines the high accuracy and 378 discovery rate of ExtendAlign in identifying m/mm for the alignment of short sequences, its use 379 reduces the false discovery rate importantly. We anticipate that future studies will tackle with 380 much better precision how this problem truly affects the entire literature in the microRNA field.
381
Since aligners are essential in computational biology, we anticipate that the utility of ExtendAlign 
394
Simulations were performed by building 8,500 random 22 nt long query sequences following a 395 uniform probability distribution to model nucleotide content. The subjects were generated by a 396 fixed seed of 7 nt for every sequence, with a start position chosen at random. One, or up to fifteen-397 nucleotide changes were introduced into the region corresponding to each query sequence. One 398 insertion or deletion (indel) was introduced per every nine mismatches. The length of indels 399 followed an exponential distribution with lambda = 2. Finally, randomly generated nucleotides 400 were added to both ends of the previously mutated query sequences to yield a total length that 401 ranged from 50 to 170 nt.
402
The datasets of mature and precursor microRNAs used as queries and subjects were downloaded 
430
ExtendAlign provides the option to keep "all-hits," or to find the "best-hit." Best-hit was defined 431 as the longest alignment with the least mismatches (including the query mismatches in the gaps). 
Extension coordinates calculation. For each
